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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hopf algebra over afield k with the antipode S.
There are natural correspondences KH rrK and rr H H” between the 
right coideal subalgebras K ofH and the quotient left H-module coalgebras 
rc: H + x(H) [ 163. We prove the following: 
THEOREM. Suppose the coradical H,, of H is cocommutative. 
(1) Zf K is a right coideal subalgebra of H such that S(K,,) = K,,, H is 
faithfully flat as a right or left K-module. 
(2) Zf x: H + n(H) is a quotient left H-module coalgebra, H is faith- 
fully coflat sa right or left x(H)-comodule. 
(3) K H nK and 7~ H H” establish a 1- 1 correspondence between the 
right coideal subalgebras K of H such that S(K,) = KO and the quotient left 
H-module coalgebras n: H + n(H). 
(4) Suppose K ++ x in (3). There is a left x(H)-comodule and right 
K-module isomorphism H N x(H) Q K, if either 
(a) H is pointed, or
(b) K is finite dimensional over k. 
Part (3) includes the results of Newman [S, Theorem 4.31 on cocom- 
mutative Hopf algebras nd of Takeuchi [ 16, Theorem 131 on com- 
mutative pointed Hopf algebras. A crucial point of the proof of this 
theorem is to use H-coring structures on H@k H and on n(H)@ H, the 
former of which is defined bySweedler [ 131 and the latter of which comes 
from the left H-module coalgebra structure on x(H). 
We apply (2) in the above theorem to show a result oninner actions of
Hopf algebras. Suppose that acoalgebra C measures analgebra A to itself 
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[ 12, p. 1391. The action fC or its representation 4: C -+End A is said to 
be inner, ifthere is a *-invertible l near map u: C -+ A such that 
for cE C, x E A. It is known that here is a unique maximal subcoalgebra 
D of C such that 41D is inner [6]. Recall that an algebra A with aleft 
H-module structure is called a left H-module algebra, if H measures A to 
A [12, p. 1531. In Section 3 we prove: 
THEOREM. Let A be a left H-module algebra represented by
4: H + End A. 
(1) Suppose that H is generated asan algebra by a subcoalgebra C 
and that dlc is inner. Then I$ is inner, ifeither 
(a) H is pointed, or
(b) H, is cocommutative andZ/Rad Z is artinian, where Z is the 
center of A and Rad Z is the Jacobson radical ofZ. 
(2) A unique maximal subcoalgebra C of H such that 41 c is inner is 
a Hopf subalgebra, if either (a) or (b) in (1) holds. 
Part (2) gives an affirmative answer to Sutherland’s que tion [7] in spe- 
cial cases (a), (b). In the proof we use the notion of cleft orms introduced 
in [ 63 to argue comodule-theoretically. 
Throughout wefix abase field k.rF denotes the algebraic closure ofk. 
Unadorned 0, Horn, and End mean Ok, Homk, and End,, respectively. 
1. A CORRESPONDENCE THEOREM 
Let (C, A, E) be a coalgebra, (I’, p)a right C-comodule, and( W, A) a left 
C-comodule. W  write as usual 
A(c)=c q~,Oq,p Pw=c v(o)ov(l, 
Cc) (a) 
for cE C, u E V. G(C) denotes the set of group-like elements in C: G(C) =
{ccl A(g)=g@ g, s(g) = 1 }. The cotensor p oduct V0 c W is the 
subspace 
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V is (faithfully) coflat, if the functor V 0 c - is (faithfully) exact. This is 
equivalent to he fact hat I/ is injective (cogenerator) (Takeuchi [15, 
Proposition A.2.11). Denote by V,, the socle of I’. In particular, C, equals 
the coradical, the (direct) sumof all simple subcoalgebras, of C. One has 
v()=vo~c,. 
LEMMA 1.1. The following are equivalent: 
(a) CO is cocommutative, 
(b) (1 Q C), is cocommutative forany extension l/k of fields, 
(c) (10 C), is cocommutative forsome extension lfk of fields, 
(d) 10 C is pointed for some extension l/k of fields, 
(e) k@ C is pointed. 
Proof (a)+(b) holds, since (18 C)Ocl@CO. This yields (a)*(e), 
(c) 3 (d), too. (b) * (c) is trivial. For (d) * (a), (d) implies that, for any 
simple subcoalgebra D ofC, 10 D is pointed. Then there is an algebra m p 
D* - Hom(D, k) + Z, so the simple algebra D* must be commutative. This 
means (a). In particular (e) * (a). Q.E.D. 
Let H be a Hopf algebra with coalgebra structure maps A, E, and the 
antipode S.Following Takeuchi [16], we describe correspondences cited 
in the Introduction. Let K be a right coideal subalgebra of H. Then HK+ 
is a coideal nd left ideal of H, where K+ = Kn Ker E. Thus one has a 
quotient left H-module coalgebra 
Conversely, let X: H -+ z(H) be a quotient left H-module coalgebra. Then 
one has a right coideal subalgebra of H 
Consider the case H,, is cocommutative. A field I containing k iscalled 
a splitting field of H, if IQ H is pointed. For example, I is, if 11 f. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose HO is cocommutative. 
(1) The antipode S of H is bijective. 
Let K be a right coideal subalgebra of H. We write G(K) = K r\ G(H) by 
abuse of notation. Then: 
(2) K, ( = K n HO) is a (cocommutative co-semi-simple) subcoalgebra 
of HO. G(I@ K) is a sub-monoid ofG(IO H) for any extension l/k of fields. 
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(3) The following are equivalent: 
(a) Wd = f& 
(b) S(G) c&t 
(c) (IO S)((lO K),) = (10 K), for any (or equioalently some) 
extension I/k of fields, 
(d) G(l@ K) is a group for any (or equivalently some) splitting field 
1ofH. 
(e) G(k@ K) is a group. 
Proof: (1) Let Hcop denote the coalgebra (H,To A, E), where T is the 
twist map x@y+-+y@x, H@H -+ HO H. It follows from [3, Proposi- 
tion 71 that Sis bijective if and only if the identity mapHcop -t H is inver- 
tible with respect to the *-product. By [14, Lemma 141, this is equivalent 
to the condition that he inclusion map (HcoP),, 4 H is *-invertible. This 
condition h lds true, since we have ( HcoP),, = (H,,)CoP = H, by assumption. 
(2) Easy. 
(3) (a)* (b). This atrivial. 
(b)+(d). If ge G(10 K), gg’ E (Z@S)(l@K,,). Since (b) implies 
(ZOS)(l@K,,)cl@K,, we have g-‘El@K. 
(d) = (b). If S(K,) $ K,, there is a simple subcoalgebra C ofKO 
such that S(C) $ KO. This implies S(C) nK= 0, since S(C) is simple 
by (1). Then any gEG(l@C) (#@) cannot have the inverse in 1OK. 
(d) = (a). Let S be the composition nverse ofS. In the same way 
as above we have that (d) implies S(K,) cK,. This, together with (b), 
implies (a). 
(a)o (c). Use (a)o (d). The details areomitted. 
(a) 9 (e). This follows from (a) o (d). Q.E.D. 
Either ifH is finite dimensional ( nd H,, is cocommutative) or ifH is 
irreducible, then any right coideal subalgebra Kc H satisfies equivalent 
conditions (ah(e) in (3). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra with the antipode S.Suppose the 
coradical H, of H is cocommutative. 
(1) If K is a right coideal subalgebra of H such that S(K,) = K,, H is 
faithfully flat as a right or left K-module. 
(2) If X: H + n(H) is a quotient left H-module coalgebra, H is faith- 
fully coflat sa right or left x(H)-comodule. 
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(3) K t--, nKand n H H” establish a 1 - 1 correspondence between the 
right coideal subalgebras K of H such that S(K,) = K0 and the quotient left 
H-module coalgebras n: H + n(H). 
(4) Suppose K++ 71 in (3). There is a left n(H)-comodule and right 
K-module isomorphism H N n(H) 0 K, tf either 
(a) H is pointed, or
(b) K is finite dimensional over k. 
If H is cocommutative, a right coideal subalgebra K of H is a sub- 
bialgebra. K isaHopf subalgebra, if and only if G(R 0 K) is a group [12, 
Proposition 9.2.51, if and only if S(K,) =K,,. Therefore Th orem 1.3(3) is
a generalization of Newman [8, Theorem 4.31. This is also ageneralization 
of the result ofTakeuchi [16, Theorem 133 on commutative pointed Hopf 
algebras. 
We shall prove part (1) in this ection. Parts (2) and (3) will be proved 
in the following section, a dpart (4) in the last section. 
We recall the definition of relative Hopf modules [16]. Let K be a 
right coideal subalgebra of H. A right (H, K)-Hopf module is a right 
H-comodule (M, p) with aright K-module structure such that 
&‘F denotes the category ofright (H, K)-Hopf modules. Similarly the
category ,+Y” is defined, whose objects are right H-comodules (M, p) with 
a left K-module structure such that 
(these categories ar  defined, ven if H is a bialgebra). Let KoP, Hop denote 
the opposite algebras ofK, H. Then we have a natural identification 
pA” = A?;:;. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra, and K a right coideal 
subalgebra ofH such that G(K) is a group. Then every M in 4: or in kAH 
is free as a right or left K-module. 
Proof By Proposition 1.2(l), Hop is a Hopf algebra. Hence, by 
p4kfH = A;:;, it suffices to show in case ME dz. By Radford [9, 
Proposition 11,we may assume M= (M, p) is of the form M= mK# 0, 
where p(m) = m 0 g for some g E G(H). Moreover, by twisting the 
comodule structure viah H g-‘h, Hr H, we may assume g= 1. Then 
M= K/J# 0, where J is a right ideal and right H-subcomodule of K. We 
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claim J= 0. If J # 0, J, ( # 0) contains some h E G(H), which is invertible 
in K by assumption, so J= K. Hence J must be 0, so M = K as a right 
K-module. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let H be as in Theorem 1.3, K a right coideal sub- 
algebra of H such that S(K,) = K,. Then every M in &Cg or in K~H is 
faithfully flat as a right or left K-module. Inparticular H is. 
Proof: Apply Proposition 1.4 after the base xtension k @ -. 
Thus Theorem 1.3(l) has been proved. 
Q.E.D. 
2. CORING STRUCTURES 
In order to prove Theorem 1.3(2), (3), we use H-coring structures on 
HQK H and on n(H)@ H. 
We start ina general situation. Let A be an algebra. By an A-coring, we 
mean an A-bimodule 6 together with A-bimodule maps A: (r. + (5 Ba Q, 
E: C+ A which satisfy thecommutative diagrams ofco-associativity and 
co-unit property [ 13, Definition 1.11. Let B c A be a subalgebra. A Qe A 
is an A-coring with respect to anatural A-bimodule structure together with 
the following A-bimodule maps [13, Example 1.21: 
A:AO,Aj(AO,A)O,(AOsA)=AOsAOgA, 
A(xQy)=xQ1Qy, (2.1) 
&:AQBA+A, E(X Q y) = xy. 
Group-like or primitive el ments in a coring are defined inthe same way 
as the case of coalgebras. Let U, v be units in A. One sees easily that 
UQK’ is a group-like el ment in A@, A (see [17, Lemma 2Sb]). 
Explicitly, C xi @ yi E A Oe A is a primitive el ment, if and only if 
in A@,AQ,A. More generally, xxi0 yieA@,A is a (u@u-‘, 
u @J u - ‘)-primitive elem nt, if and only if 
We denote by P(A@, A)(P,,,(AO, A)) the space of ((u@zc’, u@u-‘)-) 
primitive el ments in A OB A. 
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LEMMA 2.2. If A is faithfully flat as a right or left B-module, then we 
have 
P,,(AO,A)= (u(lOx-xOl)v-’ (x~A}. 
Proof Since one sees easily 
it suffices to prove 
P(A@,A)=(l@x-x@l JxeA}. (2.3) 
P(A Be A) equals the 1-cocycle group of the additive Amitsur complex [S, 
p.30]:AZA@,A~AO,A@,A~... (remark that his can be defined 
for non-commutative r ngs A 1 B). It is proved in the same way as the 
commutative case [S, Chap. II, Proposition 2.21 that, ifA is faithfully f at
as a right or left B-module, this complex is exact. The exactness at A Be A 
means (2.3). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra, K aright coideal subalgebra of H, 
and z: H + n(H) a quotient left H-module coalgebra. 
( 1) H QK H has an H-coring structure described in (2.1). 
(2) We view x(H) @I H as an H-bimodule via 
h(71(x)Q~)=Ch(l)7t(x)Qh~*)y, 
(4x)0 yM = x(x)0 yh, 
for h, x, y E H. Then n(H) @ H has the following H-coring structure: 
z(H)@H- ‘@I ~(H)O~~(H)OH=(X(H)OH)OH(~(H)OH), 
n(H)63 H- ‘@’ kQH=H, 
where A, E are coalgebra structure maps of x(H). 
(3) If Kc H”, or equivalently if HfHK+ + n(H) is quotient, then one 
has a surjection 
of H-corings. Especially when HfHK+ = n(H), l is an isomorphism written 
by 
&,: H@k Hr H/HK+ 6 H. (2.5 1 
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Proof. (1) This is clear. 
(2) This is verified easily. 
(3) The ismorphism 
induces the surjection <, which preserves theH-coring structures, as is
verified easily. It is shown in Takeuchi [16, 1.6, p. 4561 that cc, is an 
isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1.3(2) isproved in part (3) of the following: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H be as in Theorem 1.3 and n: H + x(H) a quotient left 
H-module coalgebra. PutK = H”. 
(1) WGJ=&. 
(2) H/HK+ = z(H). 
(3) H is faithfully coji’at as a right or left n(H)-comodule. 
Proof. By applying R@-, we may suppose H is pointed. 
( 1) It suffices to prove that G(K) is a group (1.2). IfgE G(H) is 
contained in K, or equivalently (g)=7c( 1 ), then we have n( 1) = rc(g- I), so 
that g-’ E K. 
(2) Write C= H/HK+. Then C is pointed. We view Cc CO H. One 
has a natural quotient map 9: C + x(H) and the following commutative 
diagram of H-corings. 
COH 
(2.7) 
n(H)@ H 
We show G(C) N G(z(H)). We have 
{g@g-‘EH@, H( gEG(H)}=G(C) via&,. (2.8) 
Let g, hE G(H). We have 
g@g-‘=h@h-‘e-g-’ h E K (since His faithfully flat over K) 
on(g-‘h)=x(l)on(g)=x(h). 
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This, together with (2.8), means G(C) 2: G(r(H)). We identify 
G=G(C)= (is(g) 1 gEG(H)}. 
Write 
the space of (2, h)-primitive elements in C. To show q is injective, by [4, 
Proposition 2.4.21 wehave only to show that l is injective on 
moreover oneach P(&C). Since P&C) 4 PgJHOK H) via to’, it suffices 
to show that 5 is mjective on P&HOKH). This is shown easily b
Lemma 2.2. In fact (g(l@x-x@l)h-‘)=O implies xEK. 
(3) We view HOKH and n(H)@ H as left n(H)-comodules. The 
structure of HQK H is induced from the left factor H, and that of 
z(H) @ H from n(H). By (2), r in (2.7) isan isomorphism, which preserves 
the left n(H)-comodule structures. H nce HOK H is a faithfully coflat 
left n(H)-comodule. Since H is a faithfully flat left K-module by 
Theorem 1.3(l), H is a faithfully coflat left n(H)-comodule. Applying this 
to Hcop, we have that H is faithfully coflat sa right n(H)-comodule, too.
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3(3). Let H be as in Theorem 1.3, and K be a right 
coideal subalgebra of H such that S(K,) =K,,. It follows from (2.5) that 
H”={hEHJh@l=l@hinH@,H), 
where x=R~: H-, H/HK+. Since H is faithfully f atover K, we have 
K = H”. This, together with Lemma 2.6( 1 ), (2), completes heproof. 
3. INNER HOPF ALGEBRA ACTIONS 
Let C be a coalgebra, and R, A algebras. Fixan algebra m p u: R + A 
and put 
B= {UEA 1 aa(x)=a(x)a,VxER}, 
the R-centralizer of A. In case R = A, we take as c1= the identity map: 
A + A (then B= Z, the center of A). Let Reg(C, A) denote the set of 
*-invertible l near maps C + A. 
481/144/Z-13 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A linear map (6: C + Hom(R, A) is called a measuring, 
if the action represented by q5
C@R-+A, c0x++ccx1 (=&c)(x)) 
measures R to A [12, p. 1393, i.e., 
c[l]=E(C)l, CCXYI =c C(,,CXl ,*,CYl 
for cE C, x, y E R. A measuring 4: C+ Hom(R, A) is said to be inner (with 
respect toCL), ifthere is u E Reg(C, A) such that q4 =inn U, where inn uis 
defined by
inn u(c)(x) =C 4q1J 4x1 u-l(q~j) 
for CEC,XER. 
We view CO A as a left C-comodule via the factor C and as a right 
A-module via A. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let Nc CO A be a left C-subcomodule andright 
B-submodule. N iscalled a B-form of C@ A, if the canonical m p
NBgA+CQA, nQaHna 
is an isomorphism. A B-form N of C@ A is said to be cleft, ifthere is a left 
C-comodule and right B-module (briefly (C,B)-)isomorphism N N C@ B. 
DEFINITION AND LEMMA 3.3 [6, Proposition 83. Let UE Reg(C, A). 
Define N(u) to be the image of 
Then inn u++ N(u) gives rise io a 1 - 1 correspondence between the inner 
measurings C -+ Hom(R, A) and the cleft B-forms of CQ A. 
The following lemma will be needed in the proofs of Theorems 3.7 
and 3.9. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let u E Reg(C, A)and put 4 = inn u. N(u) is the kernel of 
6(d): CBA + C@Hom(R, A), 
~(~)(cQa)=Cc~,,QQ,~~(c~,,)-cQa,, 
where aR (resp. aJ is the right (resp. left) multiplication by a on A: 
a,(b) = ba, a,(b)=ab (bEA). 
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ProoJ: N(U) cKer 6( 4). Direct alculation. 
N(u) I> Ker 6(b). If C ci@airz Ker S(4), we have for xE R 
or equivalently 
This means C (c,)~~~~u-~((c~)~~~)u,ECQB. Cci@ai is the image of 
this element, so it belongs toN(U). Q.E.D. 
In [6] we have proved the following: 
THEOREM 3.5. For any measuring 4: C+ Hom(R, A), there is a unique 
maximal subcoulgebru D ofC such that 41 Dis inner. 
Let 71: E + C be a surjective coalgebra map and 4: C--f Hom(R, A) a 
measuring. Onesees easily that, if4is inner, then 4o rt is, too. We ask when 
the converse holds true. 
Following Schneider [lo] we define: 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let 7~ be as above. The coradical C,,of C is lifttable to 
E, if there is a subcoalgebra F ofE such that Fr Co via R, or equivalently 
if or each simple subcoalgebra C’ ofC there is a (simple) subcoalgebra E’ 
of E such that E’ 2 C’ via K. 
This holds, for example, ifE is pointed. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let n, I$ be us above. Suppose 4 0n is inner. 4 is inner, if
(a) E is co&t (or equivalently injective) us a left C-comodule, and 
(b) the corudicul Co of C is lifttable to E. 
ProoJ: Suppose 40 n = inn u, where u E Reg(E, A). Put N= N(u) 
(cE@A). Remark that 6(b) in Lemma 3.4 is delined. PutL = Ker 6(4). 
We show that L is a cleft B-form of C@ A. We have the commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
O-N- E@A S(#-x) + E6 Hom(R, A) 
I 
n@I 
I 
nc3I 
O-L- CQA SO) A C 0 Hom(R, A). 
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Hence n@ I induces a left C-comodule and right E-module map rc’: N + L, 
and 7~’ induces an(E, B)-isomorphism 
N=EOcL. (3.8) 
By (b) there is a lift F ( cE) of C,. Applying F q ,- to (3.8), we have 
FCl.N=C,OcL=L,. 
By (a) the composition CO%F 4 E can be extended toa left C-comodule 
map +: C + E. The composition 
COB% EQB- N”’ L 
is a (C, B)-isomorphism, since its restriction o the socle CO @ B is 
C,@B~FOBrFCl.NsLo, and since CO B is an injective left 
C-comodule. R mark that he left C-comodule socle of L Og A is L, @.B A, 
since L N C @ B. Clearly the canonical m px @ a H xa, LBe A + C 0 A is 
surjective. This is injective, since its restriction o the socle Lo@, A is 
identified w thF 0 E (NO, A) 7 F 0 E (EOA). Thus we have that L is a 
cleft B-form of CO A. By Lemma 3.3, L = N(u) for some u E Reg(C, A). 
We show q5 =inn u. Let e E E and 2 = z(e). We have correspondences 
C (e(l,Qu(e(,,))Qu~‘(e(3,) -eQl 
T 
c (ecl,Qu(e(*,))Qu-‘(e(,,) J -FQl
under 
N@,A --=k EQA 
rr’@I 
I 
0 
I 
n@1 
LQ,A - * CQA. 
Hence we have 
in A Be A. This implies that 
forallxER.Thismeansq5on=innu=innuoz,so#=innu. Q.E D. 
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THEOREM 3.9. Let H be a Hopf algebra, A a left H-module algebra 
represented by 4: H--f End A, and Z the center of A. 
(1) Suppose that H is generated asan algebra by a subcoalgebra C 
and that q5I c is inner. Then 4 is inner, tfeither 
(a) H is pointed, or
(b) HO is cocommutative andZ/Rad Z is artinian (that is Z is semi- 
local), where Rad Z is the Jacobson radical ofZ. 
(2) A unique maximal subcoalgebra C of H such that I$[ c is inner is 
a Hopf subalgebra, tf either (a) or (b) in (1) holds. 
Proof: (1) Case (a). Write G=G(C). Let G- be a copy of G-’ and 
write 
Defining 
g- c-) g-'9 G- =G-' (gEG). 
2;= C@kG-, 
we have a natural coalgebra m p $: c+ H, which is induced from 
CcH,G-=G-‘cH. Suppose dlC=innu, where uEReg(C,A). Then 
4 o 1+9: (?--t End A is an inner measuring determined by vE Reg( c, A), where 
v(c)=u(c) for c~C, v(g-)=u(g)-’ for gEG. (3.10) 
The tensor algebra T(c) over c has a unique bialgebra structure such 
that he inclusion cq T(c) is a coalgebra map [ 12, Proposition 3.2.41. 
The coalgebra m p $ is extended uniquely to a bialgebra m p 
rc: T(c) + H. The composition 4 0 z: T( 2;) + End A is an inner measuring 
determined by aunique algebra m p 5: T(c) + A extending v. 
Let R denote the quotient algebra ofT(c) by the ideal generated by 
‘grog--L s-OS-1 kEGI. 
One sees easily that his ideal is’ a bi-ideal andthat he bialgebra R is 
pointed. Themonoid G(B), generated by G and G-, is a group (this the 
free group over G). Thus fi is a pointed Hopf algebra. n factors through 
fi, and the resulting Hopf algebra m p fi+ H satisfies assumptions (a), 
(b) in Theorem 3.7. By definition of ~(3, lo), u” factors through ii so that 
the composition fi + H d. End A is an inner measuring. Therefore Q is 
inner by Theorem 3.7. 
Case (b). By case (a), 
Zs~:R~HH-*aEEndAcEnd~(rc~AA) 
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is inner. We denote by N the corresponding cleft kQ Z-form of 
(k Q H) Qn (6 Q A ). If we write 
L=Ker(G(d): HQA -+HQEndA), 
we have N = k Q L, so that L is a Z-form of HQ A as well as a coflat left 
H-comodule. If we show that L is cleft, we can prove, soas in the proof 
of Theorem 3.7, that 4= inn u, where L = N(u), uE Reg(H, A). 
We show L is cleft. By Proposition 3.11 below, it suffices to prove that 
for every simple cubcoalgebra F of H there is an (F, Z)-isomorphism 
F 0 K L Y FQ Z. With F as above, I =Hom(F, k) is an extension field of
k of finite degree, and V 3 F 0 H L and FQ Z ( N 1 Q Z) are ZZ-modules 
in an obvious manner. Since N = t%Q L, we have kQ V N kQ 1 Q Z, so 
k Q VQ, Z/Rad 2 N R Q IQ Z/Rad Z. This implies that VQ, Z/Rad Z is 
a rank 1 finite projective module over 1Q Z/Rad Z. Since IQ Z/Rad Z is 
artinian by assumption, we have VQz Z/Rad Z = IQ Z/Rad Z. By almost 
the same argument as [ 1, Chap. III, Proposition 2.123 we have that 
V N IQ Z N FQ Z, as is required. 
(2) Suppose H, is cocommutative. We claim S( C,) c Co. In fact we 
show that, ifD is a cocommutative subcoalgebra of C,then S(D) c C. Sup- 
pose 41 D= inn U, where uE Reg(D, A). Since D is cocommutative, nn(u- ‘) 
is the *-inverse of inn U: D -+ End A. Hence we have (4 0 S)l D= inn(u-‘). 
This implies that &s(o) is inner (so S(D) c C), since D N S(D) as 
coalgebras. Let K be the sub-bialgebra of H generated as an algebra byC. 
Since S(C,) c Co implies that G(f Q K) is a subgroup ofG(RQ H), /;Q K 
is a Hopf L-subalgebra of RQ H. Therefore K is a Hopf subalgebra of H. 
Applying (1) to K, we have under (a) or (b) that dIK is inner, sothat 
C = K. Q.E.D. 
C. Sutherland sks, (6as in Theorem 3.9 given, whether there is a unique 
maximal Hopf subalgebra K of H such that 41 Kis inner (Montgomery [7, 
Question 6.31). Theorem 3.9(2) gives anaffirmative answer to this problem 
in special cases (a), (b). 
In the proof of Theorem 3.9 we have already used the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.11 [6, Proposition 71.Let C be a coafgebra, R an 
algebra, nd M a left C-comodule and right R-module whose C-comodule 
structure mapM -P C Q M is right R-linear (then MO is a right R-submodule 
of M). Suppose that M is cojlat sa left C-comodule and that here is a 
(C,, R)-isomorphism M, N COO R. Then there is a (C, R)-isomorphism 
MECQR. 
This is essentially the same as Schneider [ 10, Theorem 2.11. The proof 
is done by the argument dual to [l, Chap. III, Proposition 2.121. 
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Finally wecomplete he proof of Theorem 1.3: 
Proof of Theorem 1.3(4). ByProposition 3.11, itsuffices to show that 
for any simple subcoalgebra F ofn(H) there is an (F, K)-isomorphism 
FO,H=FQK, (3.12) 
where 0 n means 0 n(Hj. Itis shown in Takeuchi [16, 1.18, p.4571 that 
there is an (H, K)-isomorphism 
Case (a). More generally, if the coradical n(H)O of n(H) is liftable to 
H, the claim holds true. Infact, ake alift E (c H) of n(HO) and apply 
E Cl,- to (3.13). 
Case (b). By case (a), both sides in(3.12) are isomorphic to each other 
after the base xtension R@-. If K is finite dimensional, there is a required 
isomorphism (3.12) bythe Noether-Deuring theorem. Q.E.D. 
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